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Project Overview

Ambient Temperature Control

Key Components

Temperature Sensor

Fan and Power Supply

Software

2







Temperature Sensor

Voltage Divider Network

 

Thermistor: its resistance varies based on temperature change

Vout is sent to Arduino for calculations

Mosfet Transistor to drive the fan











R1= resistor R1

R2= Thermistor

Vin= 5v from Arduino

Vout= voltage divider between R1 and R2









DC fan with 12v rating

Transistor used to drive the Fan

Power supply to provide power

Fan and Power Supply







Power supply: 0v to 13v, supplies power to the fan to operate

Used 220v as input for international use,











Software

Arduino Software (IDE)

		int sensorPin = A0;  //sensor
int PWM = 3; //output going to transistor
int sensorVal;
int PWMVal;
 
void setup() {
  // put your setup code here, to run once:
  pinMode(sensorPin, INPUT);    //setup as an input
  pinMode(PWM, OUTPUT);         // as an output
  Serial.begin(9600);           // to check output coming from sensor  10 bit value
 
}
 
void loop() {
  // put your main code here, to run repeatedly:
  //this code prints sensor value to the console
  Serial.println(sensorVal);
  delay(1000);
 
  //read sensor value and set upper limit cap
  sensorVal = analogRead(sensorPin);
  if(sensorVal >800){
    sensorVal = 800;      //if output is higher than 800 fan would not reset to 0 speed
  }
 
  //map and assign pwm values to the fan output 0 to 255 corresponds to 0 to 100%
  PWMVal = map(sensorVal, 450, 800, 55, 255);
 
  //set 450 as out cutout or cut in limit where the fan switches from off to the lower PWM limit
  if(sensorVal <450){
    PWMVal = 0;
  }
 
  //write the PWM value to the pwm output pin
  analogWrite(PWM, PWMVal);
 
}
 









Software Interface:

Temperature Sensor takes readings then sends it the the microcontroller

Arduino: receives data from sensor, does math, sends info to transistor to drive the fan

Fan ON – High Temperature



Fan OFF – Low Temperature



(based on set point)

Sensor

Software

Fan





Project Numbers $$

Temperature Sensor: resistors, thermistors, Mosfat Transistor, terminal blocks, wires (Amazon, Fry’s, )



Power Supply: transformer, resistors, Lm317, capacitors, diodes, terminal blocks, wires, LED lights (Fry’s, Amazon, Digi-key)



Enclosure Box (Fry’s)



Arduino (Amazon)



PCB (Craig - IUPUI)

		Parts/ Components		Price/Cost

		Temperature Sensor Circuit		$39.96

		Power Supply		$35

		Enclosure Box		$34.99

		PCB and Software		Free

		Arduino Uno		$18.82

		Others		$10

		Total		$138.77









Conclusion and Recommendations



Project Cost (could be brought down)

Better Time Management (buying parts online)



In conclusion, I built a really fun and working device that can read the ambient temperature in your room and modify its level using a fan.







Thank you for listening

Have a Great Day
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Key Components:

The Temperature  Sensor can  is a combination of many components  included in the circuit on the left. The sensor itself is a voltage divider network. It is built using a 10k resistor and a 10k thermistor. The resistance of the thermistor varies based on the change of temperature. The circuit will use this feature to read temperature changes and send it to the software. The Arduino will read the data and based the user needs, the fan will turn ON/OFF  to satisfy the set point.

The  Mosfat Transistor is playing is huge role in this design. The Arduino itself does not have enough power and current to drive the fan 

The PCB was custom made because it required a unique design to satisfy the specifications  of the design. The main design was made in Multisim then transferred to Ultiboard to create the PCB itself. 

The housing, a silver painted aluminum Bud-box, housing the whole system including the power supply, the PCB, the fan, and all other complimentary components.

The Arduino UNO itself has a built-in power supply to provide power up to 5V. It was not used because the power supplied is very limited and can not be used for parts requiring more power. 

The temperature controlled fan is a device that make your life easier and will not break your bank. It can be used at many scale: in your office, bedroom, for your pet , etc. it is a device that controls your ambient temperature. It helps you keep it at a set point automatically without having to change the temperature automatically. 

Circuit Schematics:

Temperature Sensor Circuit: when it came to this design, there were many choices that could have been made. I decided to go with affordable and easy to fix. This design is a voltage divider network. It uses this equation: 

Vout = (R1*Vin)/(R1+R2). R2 will change based on the variation of the temperature. Vout will increase when R2 goes down, Vout will decrease when R2 increases. Vout decides when the fan needs to be on or off

Printed Circuit Board: the printed circuit board was designed based on the design made in Multisim. When designing a PCB, it is very important to do troubleshooting. This was my second PCB because the first did not work. It was good lesson learned 

Power Supply: the power supply was needed because the Arduino does not have enough current to drive the fan being used for cooling the temperature. It is a LM317 adjustable voltage power supply. It outputs voltage from 0v to 13v. The fan only needs 5v to operate but

the power supply can be used for other purposes like checking if an LED works or even charge your phone with right components.

Software Interface:

Temperature Sensor takes readings then sends it the the microcontroller

Sensor: Voltage divider Network

Arduino: receives data from sensor, does math, sends info to transistor to drive the fan

Fan ON – High Temperature



Fan OFF – Low Temperature
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ABSTRACT



This report is a summary of my senior design project. The project is called Ambient Temperature Control. This paper includes the parts and design of the project, how it is made and designed. It will also document all important stages of the project as well as any big changes that were made during the process. 



Consumers love great products with great quality but at the same time affordable. Modern thermostats can be very expensive and unaffordable for many of us. I decided to use to senior design project to create a temperature control device that will not break the bank.

 

The device will read ambient temperature and based on a set point, a fan will turn on to keep that set point within a range. All this is possible by combining designed hardware, a built software and an interface to bring everything to life.
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1. INTRODUCTION



This report is a summary of the senior design project of 49100. The project is called Ambient temperature control. This paper includes the parts and design of the project, how it is made and designed. It will also document all important stages of the project as well as any big changes that were made during the process. The project has three mainly parts: hardware, software and interface. The idea is to keep the ambient temperature to a certain level. A sensor is used to read the temperature and send it through a communication channel to the software. Based on the desired range, the included fan will automatically turn on and off to keep the temperature to the desired set point. This is a combination of several classes taken at IUPUI. Some of these classes are ECET 30200, 30700, 43400 and many more.

1.1 Problem Statement



Consumers love great products with great quality but at the same time affordable. Modern thermostats can be very expensive and unaffordable for many of us. The idea was to use to senior design project to create a temperature control device that will not break the bank.



1.2 System overview 

The main idea behind this project is for the student to show proof of knowledge, understanding of a variety of topics discussed throughout the first 4 year of college here at IUPUI, problem solving and many other skills. For this reason, this project was chosen to demonstrate some of these skills.

The main purpose of the project is to build a device that is capable of the following: 



· A sensor to read ambient temperature

· A software to analyze that reading and send commands to a fan

· A fan to manage the level of the temperature 

· A power supply to provide power needed



This device contains many parts and components that will make it work. The sensor requires a very good and precise method of capturing data. It requires a thermistor that is able to change its value based on the ambient temperature. 

In addition, for the software to accept the data read by the sensor, it will need a communication channel. In this case, a microcontroller will be used to provide the path needed.

To regulate the level of the ambient temperature, a fan is used to facilitate the task. This fan requires a power supply and a driver to work. For this reason, an independent power supply is built to provide enough power to fan to operate. Also, a Mosfet transistor is used to collect information from the software to drive the fan whenever it is needed.



Block diagram



In the previous paragraphs, specifications and functional overview are discussed in order to give an idea of the current project. But sometime a picture can summarize a concept even better. Below is the block diagram of the project in order to have a better understanding of how the system works.



microcontroller

Software

Arduino(IDE)

Power Supply

Fan

Driver

Transistor

Sensor





 


2. REFERENCED DOCUMENTS 

In the table below, all the documents referenced in this project report are listed. It includes the number, title and dates of all the documents.



 Table 1: Reference Documents

		Title

		Document Reference

Number

		Comment



		Sensor Design (Multisim)

		5

		Submitted 05/02/2017



		Sensor Design (Ultiboard)

		6

		Submitted 05/02/2017



		Arduino Code

		Appendix C

		Submitted 05/02/2017



		User Manual

		7

		Submitted 05/02/2017



		Parts and Prices 

		Appendix D

		Submitted 05/02/2017



		Bill of Materials

		Appendix A

		05/02/2017

















3. SYSTEM-WIDE DESIGN DECISIONS 

This section will elaborate on the decisions made about the system. These decisions include decisions about the system’s design, its function, selecting parts and components and all the decisions about its success.  In this section, several items will be referenced to make the report look better and easy to read and understand.

In this section, several decisions will be discussed such design decisions regarding inputs the system will accept and outputs it will produce.

The system in general can take several inputs.  When it comes to the sensor, the temperature change is main input being accepted. This is possible based on the alternation of the resistance of the thermistor in the voltage diver network (VDN). 

The power supply accepts mainly one input: 220V AC from regular outlet in Europe and other countries besides the U.S. The power supply was designed to both accept inputs of 110V and 220V AC using an adapter.



When designing the project, it was really crucial to take into considerations the inputs and outputs the system will accept and the responses they will generate.



The temperature sensor can take different readings based on the temperature. This totally normal because this is how it is designed to work. There is really no major problem with inputs with the sensor.



The microcontroller serves as a liaison between the software and the hardware. It acquires data from the sensor and send it the Arduino (IDE). The inputs for the Arduino is the reading of the temperature from the sensor. This data varies all the time based the temperature. The data is then processed to the software as input. Every time new data arrives, the software will update it with new calculations to determine actions that need to be taken. For example, if the user presets the temperature value to be 70°F, the software will compare this value to the data collected and send a command to the fan to regulate the level of the temperature. If the reading collected is higher than 70°F, a command will be sent to the fan to be turned on. The fan will stay on until the temperature drops to 70°F or lower. 



for this system, the user will not be able to see all the database because it will not be helpful to see. But rather the user will be presented will a simple interface to preset the desired range of temperature. The user will not have access to the software and the code that was written for the product to work. The code is a property of the student of made the product.

When it comes to dealing with electricity and electronic devices, safety is very important. This has been taking into consideration when designing this device. The user will not be exposed to any dangerous parts that could harm. All the wires and conductors of electricity are hidden and sealed. The user cannot easily have access to those parts of the system. 

The main theme of this project is to create a project that works well and make to user save some money. When it came for choosing parts, materials and other aspects, the higher quality was not the main priority. For example, for the microcontroller, the Arduino Uno was used because it can provide all the services required for the project to work. There are microcontrollers more expensive like the Arduino Mega but decided to go the Uno. In summary, all the other parts were chosen based on availability and price.











3.1 Hardware 

The hardware for this system is mainly constructed based on the temperature sensor, the power supply, the Arduino and the fan. 



· Power Supply



Including in the hardware is a power supply that will output up to 12v power. It will be used to power the fan used to cool down the ambient temperature. This power supply will take AC voltage and converts it into DC voltage. The typical AC voltage out in homes is 110v AC here in the U.S. But for international use, 220v will be used as a reference when doing calculations and simulations in Multisim. DC is very useful for circuit design because the voltage is steady and does not alternate like in the AC case. This power supply can also be used by itself. It can be used to power small components around the house or even charge phones with proper equipment.



· Temperature Sensor and Fan

The purpose of this problem is mainly problem solving. Users have long complained about pricy products all around the world. For this reason, it was decided to create a system that will bring these costs down and allow the consumer to be able to afford my product. A temperature sensor was designed that works well and easy to build price wise. The main circuit is a voltage divider network. It only uses few affordable components like a thermistor and a resistor. A resistor has a fixed resistance and does not changes based on normal or varying conditions. On the other hand, a thermistor has a variable resistance which changes based on the temperature. A 10k ohms thermistor at 25 degree Celsius was used in the design. When the temperature goes beyond 25 degree Celsius, the resistance of the thermistor begins to decrease. This results in a higher output in the voltage divider (Vout).  Based on Figure 1, the following equation was used: 

Vout = (R1 *Vin) / (R1 + R2)

· 		     Vin:  5V

· 			R1:   resistance of the Resistor

· 			R2:   resistance of the thermistor



Figure 1: Temperature Sensor Circuit Design











This information will be sent to the software and based on the set point of the user, this will trigger the fan to turn on to cool down the ambient temperature. For example, if the set point is 27 degree Celsius, and the sensor reads 30 degrees, the fan will turn on automatically and stay in that position until the sensor reads a temperature of 27 degree Celsius.

The circuit for the sensor was designed in Multisim(Figure 1) and transferred to UltiBoard to create the PCB for it(Figure 2).





Figure 2: Temperature Sensor PCB



In this project, I used a 12V Fan (figure 3) to cool down or level up the level of the temperature. I had to build to build a power supply for this fan to operate because the Arduino used does not have enough power to drive the fan. It has a built-in power supply of 5V maximum which is not enough to drive the fan.



Figure 3: 12v DC used for cooling temperature



· The Arduino



This design includes hardware and software parts. For them to communicate, the Arduino Uno was. It will serve as a path to connect the two. The device has several features that made me choose it for the design. First it is very affordable and easy to use. This is the main reason it was chosen. It will help bring down that cost that needs to be cut significantly. In addition, it is very small and it would not take so much space in the design. 

The manufacturer has made it very easy to use and program. It does not take a great amount of time to learn its programing language. 

In the beginning of the project, a Netduino and C# as the programing language were being used. It was not too difficult but the Arduino was more practical and cost effective.



Figure 4: Arduino Uno



3.2 Software This paragraph may identify the software components, design architecture, code, block diagrams, etc.

A software is a computer system that consists of computer instructions or encoded information. The hardware for the project was built and works well. But the software is needed to make it communicate with the other parts within the system. 

The Arduino Software (IDE) was the main software used for programming and coding. It is really neat and very fun to use. It is available both on Mac OS and Windows which is really convenient for many students. The code (Appendix C) is mainly for analyzing the data collecting from the sensor and sending commands to the fan to be driven by the transistor.





3.3 Interface This paragraph may identify the components, design calculations, schematics, diagrams, etc.

	When it comes to designing a new product, interface is very crucial because users decide to buy a product based on the user interface.

The user will be presented with a really simple interface to use and understand. The user will see a neat and clean screen that will give a choice of increasing or decreasing the level of temperature. 

The user has also the choice to turn the system on/off with one single push button. It is very convenient and easy to use. 



4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 



4.1 System components This paragraph shall: 



The system has mainly 3 parts: the hardware, the software and the interface.

The hardware has the following items:

· Sensor built mainly with a thermistor (ST) and a resistor(SR)

· An LM317 adjustable power supply with components like diodes(PS-D), resistors(PS-R), capacitors(PS-C)

· The fan(PS-F) powered by the power supply(PS) and driven by the transistor(T)

· The Arduino(µC) taking inputs from hardware components and sending data to software





· b. Show the static (such as "consists of") relationship(s) of the components. Multiple relationships may be presented, depending on the selected design methodology. 

These items work together to bring the whole system into one. 

For the sensor, the thermistor and the resistor are used in a VDN to capture the change in temperature as explained in the previous paragraphs. They work together in the VDN equation to register the changes.

The power supply is mainly based on the LM317. It is an adjustable linear voltage regulator. The main idea of the power supply is take the AC voltage from outlets and make it DC voltage usable by the circuit components.



The fan plays a good role in the system. It is the only means used to control the level of the ambient temperature. It is powered by the power supply with 12v and driven by the Mosfet transistor. The Arduino, with a 5v built-in power supply, is not powerful enough to drive this fan. That’s is the main reason why an independent source of power is made.



For the hardware and software to communicate properly, the Arduino was used to perform this task. The Arduino takes the sensor’s readings as inputs and sends it to the software as output.	





4.2 User Setup and Operation 





The ambient temperature control system is built and ready to be used. the setup is very simply and easy. The user will receive the product in a nicely safety box to protect the device itself. To make the product operational, the user has to only plug the power cord into the outlet and it should be ready to use. The user will also be given a user manual how to operate the device, stay safe and take the most out of it.



The operation is very simple and clear. The user will be presented will an easy to read and use interface. The user will have the choice to lower or increase the level of the temperature based on convenience. 

























4.3 Testing



In this section, the testing will be discussed. The highlights will be more about the errors and failures encountered during the design and build.



· Hardware 



During the assembly of the sensor, there was a problem with the PCB. When all the items were soldered on the board, it was not taking any power because the test LEDs were not turning on. It was later discovered that proper grounding was not done on the PCB. For this reason, a second PCB had to be designed and ordered again. 



· Software

When designing the software, many thing had to be taken into considerations. The first program didn’t work well because that logic was not followed. When using a set point for the fan, there was a need to create threshold so avoid distortion and malfunction for the fan. But this was later after so much testing and debugging. 




5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 



The project has really been a fun project. I learned more than I expected. In some case I already have some basic knowledge of the topic, but working by myself on this project made me find more advanced knowledge about some topics. In other cases, I learned completely new concepts and how many things work. 

The ambient temperature control system was a success because most of the specifications detailed at the beginning the project have been meet. The initial timeline has been modified but it was very helpful because it helped the project stay organized and up to date. The device was successful designed, built and testing and everything is operational. The sensor is able to record the change in temperature and send that data to the software through the microcontroller. A command will then be sent to the fan via the Mosfet transistor to be turned on or off based on the user settings.





Figure 5: Ambient Temperature Control Device





There are few recommendations that can be done to the project concerning the design, build and also planning.

It is recommended to include other features like a more practical fan because the one used is not really strong enough to regulate the ambient temperature in a bigger environment. But this will totally change the design of the circuitry and other components like the transistor may need to be replaced with a relay.

It is also recommended to reduce the cost of the project because it cost more than planned. The main reason for this is the extra samples for the parts that were bought to make sure there are enough replacements if case one burns out or does not work.
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		ITEM NO.

		MFR Name / PART NO.

		QTY.

		DESCRIPTION



		1

		Arduino Uno Microcontroller

		1

		communication channel between software and hardware



		2

		Multiple types of Resistors

		20

		used for sensor, power supply



		3

		Thermistor (10Kohms)

		1

		used for sensor to capture change in temperature



		4

		diodes

		6

		used for the diode bridge for the power supply



		5

		capacitors

		4

		power supply



		6

		terminal blocks

		10

		used for connections between circuit and microcontroller



		7

		LED lights

		4

		used to check current flow



		8

		LED display

		1

		used to display voltage for power supply



		9

		ON/OFF Push Button

		1

		used to turn on/off power supply



		10

		PCB for Sensor

		1

		printed circuit board for the temperature sensor



		11

		PCB for Power Supply

		1

		printed circuit board for the power supply



		12

		Enclosure Box

		1

		used for assembly



		13

		Power Cord

		1

		power from outlet



		14

		Transformer

		1

		transformer used in the power supply design



		15

		Mosfet Transistor

		1

		used to drive the fan 



		16

		12DC Fan

		1

		fan to modify the level of temperature



		17

		European to American Outlet Plug

		1

		220V to 110V



		18

		10kohms Potentiometer

		1

		adjust the power supply voltage



		19

		Aluminum Cooler

		1

		used for cooling the LM317



		21

		Electrical alligator clip and clamp

		3

		connections for power supply



		22

		Power supply enclosure box

		1

		connections for power supply



		23

		Female Banana Socket

		 3

		connections for power supply





APPENDIX





Appendix A – Bill of Materials



Appendix B- Glossary





		Term

		Name

		Description



		AT

		Ambient Temperature

		temperature of the surrounding environment



		PS

		Power Supply

		device that supplies electric energy to electrical components



		TS

		Temperature Sensor

		device reading the ambient temperature over time



		uM

		microcontroller

		a smart device capable of performing and execute an application



		VDN

		voltage divider network

		network used to find the change in temperature



		AC

		Alternating Current

		a current that changes directions over time



		DC

		Direct Current

		a current that flows in only one direction



		F

		degree Fahrenheit

		temperature scale used in the U. S



		PCB

		printed circuit board

		a non-conductive board with conductive lines traced on it




































Appendix C – Code



int sensorPin = A0; //sensor

int PWM = 3; //output going to transistor

int sensorVal;

int PWMVal;

void setup() {

  // put your setup code here, to run once:

  pinMode(sensorPin, INPUT);    //setup as an input

  pinMode(PWM, OUTPUT);         // as an output

  Serial.begin(9600);           // to check output coming from sensor 10 bit value

}

void loop() {

  // put your main code here, to run repeatedly:

  //this code prints sensor value to the console

  Serial.println(sensorVal);

  delay(1000);

  //read sensor value and set upper limit cap

  sensorVal = analogRead(sensorPin);

  if(sensorVal >800){

    sensorVal = 800;      //if output is higher than 800 fan would not reset to 0 speed

  }

  //map and assign pwm values to the fan output 0 to 255 corresponds to 0 to 100%

  PWMVal = map(sensorVal, 450, 800, 55, 255);



  //set 450 as out cutout or cut in limit where the fan switches from off to the lower PWM limit

  if(sensorVal <450){

    PWMVal = 0;

  }

  //write the PWM value to the pwm output pin

  analogWrite(PWM, PWMVal);



} 


Appendix D – Parts and Prices

		Parts/ Components

		Price/Cost



		Temperature Sensor Circuit

		$39.96



		Power Supply

		$35



		Enclosure Box

		$34.99



		PCB and Software

		Free



		Arduino Uno

		$18.82



		Others

		$10



		Total

		$138.77
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Final Design Calculations, Schematics, and/or Code 

Temperature Sensor Calculations 

Voltage divider Network 

𝑽𝒐𝒖𝒕 = 𝑽𝒊𝒏*𝑹𝟏 𝑹𝟏+𝑹𝟐 

In this circuit, 𝑉𝑖𝑛 = 5𝑉, 𝑅1 = 10𝑘ohms, 𝑅2 = 10𝑘𝑜h𝑚𝑠 𝑎𝑡 25°C but this value is variable based on temperature changes. 

At 25°C, the result of the equation is 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 = C×EFFFF = 2.5𝑉 EFFFFFGEFFFF 

HIJK LIMN KI OPQJRSI 

Code for the Temperature Sensor and others 

   

Final Design Calculations, Schematics, and/or Code 

int sensorPin = A0; //sensor int PWM = 3; //output going to transistor int sensorVal; int PWMVal; 

void setup() { // put your setup code here, to run once: pinMode(sensorPin, INPUT); //setup as an input pinMode(PWM, OUTPUT); // as an output Serial.begin(9600); // to check output coming from sensor 10 bit 

value 

} 

void loop() { // put your main code here, to run repeatedly: //this code prints sensor value to the console Serial.println(sensorVal); delay(1000); 

Final Design Calculations, Schematics, and/or Code 

//read sensor value and set upper limit cap sensorVal = analogRead(sensorPin); if(sensorVal >800){ 

sensorVal = 800; //if output is higher than 800 fan would not reset to 0 speed 

} 

//map and assign pwm values to the fan output 0 to 255 corresponds to 0 to 100% 

PWMVal = map(sensorVal, 450, 800, 55, 255); 

//set 450 as out cutout or cut in limit where the fan switches from off to the lower PWM limit 

if(sensorVal <450){ PWMVal = 0; 

} 

//write the PWM value to the pwm output pin analogWrite(PWM, PWMVal); 

Final Design Calculations, Schematics, and/or Code 

} 
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